ADDENDUM NO. 5
April 3, 2020

Sankofa Academy
Sankofa Academy Portable Classroom Project
OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

OUSD PROJECT NUMBER 19141

Oakland Unified School District
Facilities Planning & Management
955 High Street, Oakland, CA 94601

The following changes, additions, modifications and corrections hereinafter set forth shall apply to the Bid Documents for the project and shall be made a part thereof and subject to all the requirements thereof, as if originally specified and/or shown.

DRAWINGS CLARIFICATION AND REVISIONS

Item 1: Bidder Question
1. On Sheet E1.0. The feeder conduits indicates new 1-1/4C w/ 3 #2 +1 #8 Ground for each Portable; but on sheet E2.0 it shows 3-(E) 1-1/4 with New 3#2 + 1 #8 Ground note 1. Please clarify the conduits if it is New or Existing?

Zieger Response: see attached sketch to clarify.

ESK-01, revision to single line diagram, Sheet E1.0
ESK-03, revision to Plan, Sheet E2.0

Item 2: Bidder Question
2. On plan sheet E2.0, note 10; what is the size of the terminal cabinet. Is the cabinet be a weather proof?

Zieger Response: see attached sketch to clarify the terminal cabinet.

ESK-02, revision to sheet note, Sheet E2.0

Item 3: Bidder Question
3. On sheet P1.0, What type or kind of pipe we are going to use for the 1" CW and 4"W above ground?

H&M Response: See Spec Sections 22 00 00.2.3.A for 1"CW piping and 22 00 00.2.3.A and 22 00 00.2.2.A & B for 4"W piping.

Item 4: Bidder Question
4. Please furnish us a specs of the Clock & Speaker systems.
Zieger Response: see attached sketch to clarify the equipment.
ESK-02, revision to sheet notes, Sheet E2.0

RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED ON
THE FORM OF PROPOSAL

Attachments
ESK-01, revision to E1.0, Single Line Diagram
ESK-02, revision to E2.0, Sheet Note
ESK-03, revision to E2.0, Plan

Statement of General Conformance
Regarding the Addendum 05 for DSA app 01-118898

These drawings and/or specifications and/or calculations for the items listed in the Addendum have been prepared by other design professionals or consultants who are licensed and/or authorized to prepare such drawings in this state. These documents have been examined by me for design intent and have been found to meet the appropriate requirements of Title 24, California Code of Regulations and the project specifications prepared by me.

The items listed in the Addendum have been coordinated with my plans and specifications and are acceptable for incorporation into the construction of this project for which I am the individual designated to be in general responsible charge (or for which I have been delegated responsibility for this portion of the work.)

Susannah Meek, Principal S Meek Architecture
C27503 8/31/21
License Number Expiration Date

End of Addendum No. 5
E1.0  GROUND WIRE TO (E) GROUND ROD IN GROUND WELL BOX, TYP OF 3

REFER TO PORTABLE-1 FOR ELECTRICAL LAYOUT

SHEET NOTES:

7 SURFACE WALL-MOUNTED CLOCK/SPEAKER AT 6" BELOW CEILING
CLOCK/SPEAKER AS MANUFACTURED BY RAULAND-BORG #TCCKAN12, ACCSACX

10 SIGNAL TERMINATION WALL-BOX FOR FIBER (DATA)
SIGNAL TERMINATION WALL-BOX (CLOCK)
SIGNAL TERMINATION WALL-BOX (TEL)
WITH 1-NEW 66 PUNCH BLOCK AND
SIGNAL TERMINATION WALL-BOX (SPEAKER)
WITH 1-NEW 66 PUNCH BLOCK
(WETHERPROOF 10"X10"X4" TERMINATION CABINET WITH HING DOORS, NEMA 3R BY
HOFFMAN OR OUSD APPROVED EQUAL)

26 DIALING STAFF PHONE AT 48" AFF.
TELEPHONE AS MANUFACTURED BY
RAULAND-BORG #TC6402

SANKOFA ACADEMY
PORTABLE CLASSROOM PROJECT
581 61st Street, Oakland, CA 94609
OUSD#19141

S MEEK  Architecture
p: 415-543-5505

242 Ralston Street; San Francisco, CA 94132

DSA # 01-118898
SCALE: As indicated
ADDENDUM 05
ESK-02
1 1/4" C, 3 #2 + #8 GND ROUTE CONDUIT FROM PULL BOX UP TO GROUND TO SECURE TO EXTERIOR WALL OF PORTABLE WITH CONDUIT STRAPS

PROPERTY LINE & FENCING LINE -